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Abstract. Two network analyses and one keyword
cloud analysis of the CECIIS 2005 - 2010 Pro-
ceedings bibliography are presented and discussed.
First the social network of CECIIS authors is
visualized using the k-core decomposition algorithm
and properly analyzed. Afterwards a keyword cloud
based conceptual analysis of keywords grouped by
conference year is provided and most important
topics are identified. In the end four conceptual
networks of keywords are presented (keywords
connected through authors, sessions, chairmans
and papers) an the differences are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Network theory or the new science of networks as
Barabasi calls it [11] examines the properties of so-
cial, biological, transport, technological, physical,
semantic and other types of networks. The study of
social networks has a long tradition, but with the
development of the Internet and contemporary in-
formation and communication technology it gained
a great boost.

A network can be defined as a mathematical ab-
straction which consists of two parts: (1) nodes
(which can represent people, organizations, coun-
tries, but also computers, life forms, molecules and
concepts), and (2) links (which can represent any
perceivable connection between nodes, e.g. friend-
ship between people, trade between organizations,
geographic neighborhood between countries, a wire-
less connection between computers, food chains in
some ecosystem, linkages between molecules or se-
mantic relationships between concepts in some lan-
guage). If links are directed (e.g. a communication
message, spreading of some contagious virus, social
power etc.) than we say a network to be directed.

Formally, networks are characterized using
graphs which are defined as the pair G = (N , E),
where N = {n1, n2, . . . , nk} is the set of nodes or
vertices, and E = {(ni, nj)|ni, nj ∈ N} is the set
of edges or arcs. If the pairs of nodes in E are or-
dered, the graph is a directed graph or digraph. If

the intensity of each edge is measurable, the graph
is valued meaning that edges are annotated with
their corresponding value.

In the following we will use construct a simple,
undirected social network of authors (e.g. a scien-
tific collaboration network [13, 12, 14]), in which
two authors are connected if they have co-authored
a paper. The network is, however, valued, since au-
thors can co-author more than one paper. Thus,
the value on each edge will be the number of papers
the corresponding authors have written together.

Networks are often represented as the so called
adjacency matrix A = [aij ], aij ∈ {0, 1} for sake of
simplicity. The matrix A is of size k × k where k
is the number of nodes in a network. The elements
of A are equal to aij = 1 if there exists and edge
between the corresponding nodes (ni and nj). Oth-
erwise aij = 0. If the network is undirected the
matrix is symmetric. If the network is valued, the
values of the edges are the elements of A instead of
1’s.

The notion of bipartite, tripartite and n-partite
graphs is of special importance to our study. A
bipartite graph G = (N , E) is a graph for which set
of nodes there exists a partition N = {X,Y }, such
that every edge has one node in X, and the other
in Y , or more specifically the set of graph nodes
is decomposed into two disjoint sets such that no
two graph nodes within the same set are adjacent.
For tripartite graphs there exists a partition into
three disjoint subsets. The general case is that of
n-partite graphs for which there exists a partition of
n disjoint subsets of N with the stated properties.

A bipartite graph can for example be the network
of authors (A) and papers (P ) in which nodes are
authors and articles (there exists a partition into
two disjoint subsets A and P ), and edges are the
essential connections between authors and papers
they have written. As we can see, there will never
be a connection between two authors (e.g. authors
do not write other authors) nor a connection be-
tween two two papers (e.g. papers aren’t written
by other papers). An example of a tripartite graph
can be the networks of authors (A), papers (P ) and
keywords (K) which are used on a particular article.
In the following we will analyze the 5-partite graph



of authors (A), papers (P ), keywords (K), sessions
the papers were presented of (S) and chairmans of
the particular sessions (C).

Here we must state that every n-partite graph
can be represented using n (n − 1)-partite graphs.
For example the 4-partite graph APKS can be rep-
resented using the following four tripartite graphs:
APK, APS, AKS, PKS. Further, every tripar-
tite graph can be represented through 3 bipartite
graphs. For example the graph APK can with-
out information loss be represented as AP , AK,
PK. Graphs of lower partitioning are constructed
by dropping all nodes of the excluded partition set
as well as all edges these nodes participate in.

The representation through bipartite graphs is
much less cumbersome than with tripartite and 4-
partite graphs since the adjacency matrix of bipar-
tite graphs can be rewritten as a |X| × |Y | matrix
where X and Y are the partition sets, and |W | is the
cardinal number of set W . For example the graph
AK can be represented as a matrix AK = [akij ] in
which we put authors (the elements of A) as rows,
and keywords (the elements of K) as columns. The
values in this matrix akij will equal 1 iff author i
has used keyword j on some article.

The graph folding procedure is the mapping of
one graph into another that always maps nodes
from one graph into nodes of the other, and edges
of one graph into edges of the other [8]. For the
purpose of this study we will introduce one such
graph folding procedure which allows us to obtain
unipartite from bipartite graphs by using matrix
multiplication with a transposed matrix. Let AK
be the (bipartite) matrix of authors and keywords,
then the folding of this graph by using the opera-
tion AK ·AKT allows us to construct a matrix that
represent a social network of authors in which two
authors are connected iff they have used the same
keywords on any of their articles. The dual ma-
trix AKT ·AK is a conceptual network of keywords
in which two keywords are connected iff they have
been used by the same author.

A similar procedure for tripartite networks has
been used by Mika for his Actor-Concept-Instance
folksonomy model [10]. He argued that a tripartite
ontology model applies for social tagging systems
like Delicious.1 We will use this procedure to con-
struct four conceptual networks:

• AKT · AK - conceptual network of keywords
connected through authors (two concepts are
connected if they have been used by the same
author);

• SKT ·SK - conceptual network of keywords con-
nected through sessions (two concepts are con-
nected if they have been used in the same ses-
sion).

• CKT · CK - conceptual network of keywords
connected through chairmans (two concepts

1http://www.delicious.com

are connected if they have been hosted by the
same chairman).

• PKT ·PK - conceptual network of keywords con-
nected through chairmans (two concepts are
connected if they have been hosted by the same
chairman).

Since we are dealing with complex social and con-
ceptual networks, we need an adequate visualiza-
tion algorithm. Herein we will use the k-core de-
composition algorithm described in [1]. The def-
inition of this algorithm goes beyond this study
which is why we will satisfy our selves with the sim-
plified description that this algorithm attempts to
find cores which represent mutually well connected
nodes. These cores are arranged in a circular fash-
ion such that the inner cores are comprised of nodes
with higher degree (greater number of edges).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in
section 2 we describe how the data was collected
and how we implemented our analysis; in section 3
we give provide and analyze the social network of
CECIIS authors; in section 4 we analyze particu-
lar keywords grouped by conference year by using
keyword clouds; in section 5 the four conceptual
networks of CECIIS (author, session, chairman and
paper) are visualized and analyzed; in the end in
section 6 we draw our conclusions.

2 Data Gathering and Imple-
mentation

In order to gather the data about the CECIIS bibli-
ography and construct our 5-partite network we had
to use various sources. Bibliographic data about
IIS (years 2005, 2006 and 2007) and CECIIS (2008,
2009, and 2010) has only partially been available on-
line. In particular the conference programme (in-
cluding data about session names, chairmans, au-
thors, and titles) was available for all considered
years. Since 2008 additional metadata for each ar-
ticle has been available on a digital archive.2 Unfor-
tunately the year 2008 archive didn’t include key-
words.

Thus, in order to automate data collection we
implemented a spider program using Python3 and
specifically the Scrapy4 module, which considerably
eased implementation. Since we had to deal with
semistructured data, we used the XPath language
to extract the relevant bibliography data including:

• Chairman/Chairwoman names and surnames;

• Session titles;

• Years of publication;

• Author names and surnames;

2http://search.foi.hr
3http://www.python.org
4http://scrapy.org
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• Paper titles;

• Keywords.

Data that couldn’t be gathered automatically was
collected manually from the appropriate proceed-
ings [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In this way data about 1380
distinct keywords, used on 434 distinct papers, writ-
ten by 534 distinct authors, presented on 104 dis-
tinct sessions, held by 22 distinct chairman/chair-
woman was collected.

All data was stored in a PostgreSQL5 database
and analyzed using the Python module NetworkX.6

In order to visualize the constructed networks the
tool LaNet-vi7 was used. Keyword data was visual-
ized into keyword clouds using Wordle.8

3 Social Network Visualiza-
tion

The first constructed network from the collected
data is the social network of co-authors depicted on
figure 1.9 The authors’ names have been removed
due to privacy concerns. The size of each node de-
pends on the nodes degree, while the color depicts
the number of edges to nodes inside the same core.

Figure 1: Social network of co-authors

As one can see from the figure the network is com-
posed of two main cores, and a number of smaller
cores which form cliques. The greatest (outer) core
is comprised of authors who attended the confer-
ence sporadically (one or two times), while the sec-
ond main (inner) core together with the cliques con-
stitutes the most productive authors of the confer-
ence. There are also satellite nodes around these
most productive authors and are their collabora-
tors which (if publish further on the conference) will
most likely join the core.

5http://www.postgresql.org
6http://networkx.lanl.gov
7http://xavier.informatics.indiana.edu/lanet-vi
8http://www.wordle.net
9Due to medium constraints these visualizations are

of lower resolution. Please refer to http://arka.foi.hr/

~mschatten/ceciis2011 for high-resolution images.

4 Keyword analysis

In the following we will analyze the most important
conference keywords year by year. Each keyword-
cloud has been constructed depending on keyword
frequency on all conference papers for a given year.
The greater the frequency of a keyword the greater
the font. Figure 2 depicts the generated keyword-
cloud for the year 2005.

Figure 2: Keyword-cloud IIS 2005

As one can see from the figure, most impor-
tant concepts as perceived by the authors in the
year 2005 were related to UML, e-learning, infor-
mation systems, ITS, neural networks, document
management systems, CRM, integration, linear pro-
gramming, information management, models, busi-
ness applications, business systems, RUP as well as
knowledge.

Figure 3 shows the keyword-cloud for the year
2006.

Figure 3: Keyword-cloud IIS 2006

As one can see from the image most important
concepts in the 2006 conference were related to
education, e-learning, information systems, crite-
riae, databases, distance learning, publishing, open
source, models, multimedia as well as security.

On figure 4 the keyword cloud for the 2007 con-
ference is shown.

As one can see from the figure, most important
concepts that year were related to e-learning, data
mining, security, UML, public services, information
and communication technology, software develop-
ment, multimedia, Java, graphic reproduction, SOA
as well as ICT.

Figure 5 depicts the keyword-cloud for the 2008
conference.

In 2008 the most important concepts as perceived
by the authors were e-learning, ICT, information
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Figure 4: Keyword-cloud IIS 2007

Figure 5: Keyword-cloud CECIIS 2008

systems, simulation, distance education, Internet,
strategy, LMS, image processing, CMS, Six Sigma,
UML, education, knowledge management, graphic
reproduction, information society, ITIL, compari-
son, optimization, management, medical device and
motivation.

The keyword cloud for the 2009 conference is
shown on figure 6.

Figure 6: Keyword-cloud CECIIS 2009

This time most important concepts are related to
e-learning, COBIT, primary school, semantic wiki
and skills.

Figure 7 shows the keyword cloud for the 2010
conference.

In 2010 most important concepts as perceived by
the authors were related to information systems,
ICT, computer forensics, Internet, digital compe-
tence, e-learning, Coq, education, information, pro-
gramming, open source as well as Croatia.

Figure 7: Keyword-cloud CECIIS 2010

5 Conceptual Network Analy-
sis

In the following we present four visualizations of
conceptual networks. On each visualization the
node size reflects the nodes degree (the number of
edges adjecent to the node) whereby the scale is
given on the left side of the image. The nodes’ color
(scale given on the right side of the image) is of par-
ticular importance. Two nodes will have the same
color if they have the same number of connections
to all other nodes in the same core.

The first (depicted on figure 8) is the conceptual
network where two keywords are connected if they
are used by the same author. As one can see, the
most inner core (red color) which is comprised of
most mutually well-connected nodes includes the
concepts: characteristic, systematization, evalua-
tion method, agent, ontology, UML, parameter and
biometrics. This network highlights keywords of
the most important authors in the network (authors
with highest degree).

Figure 8: AKT · AK keyword matrix (authors’
graph)

The following (figure 9) shows the conceptual net-
work in which two keywords are connected if they
have been used on the same session. In this case
the inner core of the network includes the keywords:
bibliometrics, higher education, distance education,
student, digital competence, motivation, multime-
dia, education, e-learning, and ICT. This network
highlights keywords from the most prominent ses-
sions.



Figure 9: SKT ·SK keyword matrix (sessions’ graph)

Figure 10 shows the conceptual network in which
two keywords are connected if they were hosted by
the same chairman. The inner core of this net-
work contains the keywords: motivation, teach-
ing approaches, information science, programming,
ICT, e-learning, information society, distance edu-
cation, methodology, UML, model, information sys-
tem, Coq, TaOPis, datawarehouse, frame logic, ed-
ucation, semantic wiki. This network highlights
keywords from the most important chairmans.

Figure 10: CKT · CK keyword matrix (chairmans’
graph)

Figure 11 depicts the conceptual network in
which two keywords are connected if they were used
on the same article. In this network no particular
cores could be identified, but a number of cliques
dealing with software (keywords: model, code, soft-
ware, ICT), IT management (keywords: COBIT,
maturity model, IT management, IT governance),
information systems (keywords: management, BSC,
business system, business application, information
system, e-learning (keywords: education, multime-
dia, e-learning, distance learning, LMS, distance ed-
ucation, ICT), and multi-agent systems (ICT, mul-
tiagent system, agent). A number of dyads are also
identifiable. The keyword ICT is a hub that con-
nects the software, e-learning and multiagent sys-
tem cliques.

Figure 11: PKT ·PK keyword matrix (papers’ graph)

6 Conclusion

In this paper a we presented a social and concep-
tual network analysis of the CECIIS proceedings in
the last 5 years. The (short) social network analy-
sis showed that the CECIIS conference has a rather
small core of steady participants, while the majority
of authors published only once or twice on it. This
should be a concern to the future conference orga-
nizers: they should take actions which will motivate
prospective authors to come back more often.

The keyword cloud analysis showed the most im-
portant keywords of the conference year by year. A
constant through all analyzed years is the keyword
e-learning, which seems to have been the most im-
portant topic for the last 5 years authors.

The analysis of the conceptual networks showed
particularly important keywords depending on var-
ious aspects in which concepts were connected (au-
thors, sessions, chairmans, and papers). Since these
networks were very different, we can conclude an
important thing about these (and probably similar)
networks: context of association is crucial for con-
ceptual network analysis.

On the other hand if we compare these networks
to the results of Mika [10], another important dif-
ference appears. The conceptual networks con-
structed by Mika (using the network data of De-
licious) made good sense: connected concepts were
connected meaningfully. In our case, this wasn’t the
case, except in few cases for the paper based graph.
This makes us ask the question, what is the differ-
ence between Delicious as a social system, and the
CECIIS conference? There are two big differences:
(1) the number of nodes in the network (Delicious
has a huge number of actors, concepts and individ-
uals in contrast to CECIIS), (2) the type of actors
(CECIIS authors are scientists, while Delicious has
a more variegated user base).

As Luhman states it, social systems are mean-
ing processing systems [9, 15]. Our results make us
wonder, when does a social system start to generate
meaning? If the number of actors is the significant
difference, how big should a conceptual network be
in order to be meaningful. On the other hand, is it
possible that educated actors are the inferior pre-



dictors? This and similar questions are subject to
our future research.
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